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  Basketball James Naismith,1996-01-01 James Naismith was teaching physical education at the Young Men's Christian Association Training
College in Springfield, Massachusetts, and felt discouraged because calisthenics and gymnastics didn't engage his students. What was needed was an
indoor wintertime game that combined recreation and competition. One evening he worked out the fundamentals of a game that would quickly catch
on. Two peach half-bushel baskets gave the name to the brand new sport in late 1891. Basketball: Its Origin and Development was written by the
inventor himself, who was inspired purely by the joy of play. Naismith, born in northern Ontario in 1861, gave up the ministry to preach clean living
through sport. He describes Duck on the Rock, a game from his Canadian childhood, the creative reasoning behind his basket game, the eventual
refinement of rules and development of equipment, the spread of amateur and professional teams throughout the world, and the growth of women's
basketball (at first banned to male spectators because the players wore bloomers). Naismith lived long enough to see basketball included in the
Olympics in 1936. Three years later he died, after nearly forty years as head of the physical education department at the University of Kansas. This
book, originally published in 1941, carries a new introduction by William J. Baker, a professor of history at the University of Maine, Orono. He is the
author of Jesse Owens: An American Life and Sports in the Western World.
  When March Went Mad Seth Davis,2009-03-03 Davis recounts the dramatic story of how two legendary players--Earvin Magic Johnson and Larry
Bird--burst on the scene in a 1979 NCAA championship that gave birth to modern basketball.
  Basketball David L. Porter,2005-07-30 From its beginnings at the turn of the 20th century to its pervasive presence in 21st-century America,
basketball has grown into an undeniably important sport. The 575 entries in this biographical dictionary present concise narratives on the lives and
careers on the most important names in basketball history. Entries include both classic players such as Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Bob Cousy as well
as more recently established and up-and-coming stars such as Carmelo Anthony, Kevin Garnett, and LeBron James. Entries for coaches such as the
Boston Celtics' Red Auerbach and Mike Krzyzewski from Duke University present the figures who have shaped the game from courtside, while the
inclusion of female players and coaches such as Lisa Leslie, Diana Taurasi, and Pat Summitt show that basketball is not just a sport for men. From its
beginnings at the turn of the 20th century to its pervasive presence in 21st-century America, basketball has grown into an undeniably important
sport. The 575 entries in this biographical dictionary present concise narratives on the lives and careers on the most important names in basketball
history. Entries include both classic players such as Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Bob Cousy as well as more recently established and up-and-coming
stars such as Carmelo Anthony, Kevin Garnett, and LeBron James. Entries for coaches such as the Boston Celtics' Red Auerbach and Mike Krzyzewski
from Duke University present the figures who have shaped the game from courtside, while the inclusion of female players and coaches such as Lisa
Leslie, Diana Taurasi, and Pat Summitt show that basketball is not just a sport for men. This volume is an ideal reference for students seeking easily
accessed information on the greats of the game.
  Abe Saperstein and the American Basketball League, 1960-1963 Murry R. Nelson,2013-03-22 This book examines the American Basketball
League and its short history, beginning with its conception in 1959-60 and its two seasons of play, 1961-1963. The league was the first to use a
trapezoidal, wider lane and a 30-second shot clock, as well as the 3-point shot. With a team in Hawaii, the league created an adjusted schedule to
accommodate the outsize distance. Many players such as Connie Hawkins and Bill Bridges and coaches such as Jack McMahon and Bill Sharman
later found their way to the NBA after the collapse of the league, but it took more than 15 years for wide acceptance of the 3-point shot. John
McLendon and Ermer Robinson were the first two African American coaches in a major professional league as they both debuted in the ABL.
  Basketball Jonatha A. Brown,2004-07-19 Provides a brief description of basketball, including its history and objectives.
  Breaking Barriers Douglas Stark,2018-12-15 This book charts the progress of integration in basketball, from the first black professional
basketball player in 1902 to the modern game. These crucial steps in the history of basketball are placed within the larger context of American
history, making this book an essential addition to the literature on sports and race in America.
  Basketball Jackie MacMullan,Rafe Bartholomew,Dan Klores,2019-10-15 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Inspired by a major ESPN film
series, this is an extraordinary oral history of basketball—its eye-opening untold history, its profound deeper meaning, its transformative influence on
the world—as told through an unprecedented series of candid conversations with the game’s ultimate icons. This is the greatest love story never told.
It has passion and heartbreak, triumph and betrayal. It is deeply intimate yet crosses oceans, upends lives and changes nations. This is the true story
of basketball. It is the story of a Canadian invention that took over America, and the world. Of a supposed “white man’s sport” that became a way for
people of color, women, and immigrants to claim a new place in society. Of a game that demands everything of those who love it, yet gives so much
back in return. To tell this story, acclaimed journalists Jackie MacMullan, Rafe Bartholomew and Dan Klores embarked on a groundbreaking mission
to interview a staggering lineup of basketball trailblazers. For the first time hundreds of legends, from Kobe, Lebron and Steph Curry to Magic
Johnson, Dr. J and Jerry West, spoke movingly about their greatest passion. Former NBA commissioner David Stern and iconic coaches like Phil
Jackson and Coach K opened up like never before. Those who shattered glass ceilings, from Bill Russell and Yao Ming to Cheryl Miller and Lisa
Leslie, explained what it really took to lay claim to their place in the game. At once a definitive oral history and something far more revelatory and
life affirming, Basketball: A Love Story is the defining untold oral history of how basketball came to be, and what it means to those who love it.
  Hoops Thomas Aiello,2022-02-25 From its 19th-century roots to its position today as a global symbol of American culture, basketball has been a
force in American society. This book presents the first cultural history of the sport from the street to the highest levels of professional mens and
womens competition, chronicling the relationship between the sport and American society.
  Basketball in America Frank Hoffmann,Robert P Batchelor,Martin J Manning,2016-05-23 Examine the social and cultural impact of basketball
on America at the amateur and professional levels! Basketball in America: From the Playgrounds to Jordan’s Game and Beyond is a pioneering
analysis of the history of basketball and its effect on popular culture from the 1970s to today. The popularity of basketball is undeniable, and the
subject allows for such a broad range of interpretations in popular culture. It cuts across economic, racial, and social boundaries, and its major stars
cross over into other forms of popular entertainment more than any other professional sport. This book examines the entire scope of modern
basketball history, from the playgrounds, where people first learn the fundamentals, to the college and professional levels. Basketball in America is a
collection of essays that explores the intersection of basketball and popular culture in America. The contributors are an eclectic mix of writers,
scholars, journalists, former players, coaches, and sports enthusiasts who all share an undying love for the game of basketball. The authors analyze
the sport from a cross-cultural and historical perspective—digging deep into the profound popular cultural influences of basketball and exploring the
scope and depth of its influence. This is the first book that examines the social and cultural impact of basketball on American society to reveal how
tightly it is woven into America’s cultural fabric. Also included are photographs and tables to enhance your understanding of the material. Topics
covered in Basketball in America include: Elgin Baylor—the first “modern” basketball player Chocolate Thunder and Short Shorts: The NBA in the
1970s Dr. J, Bird, Magic, Jordan, and the Bad Boys: The NBA in the 1980s The Jordan Era: The NBA in the 1990s LeBron James and the future of the
NBA the Nike brand and popular culture lessons learned from legendary UNC coach Dean Smith professional women’s basketball and much more!
Basketball in America is a comprehensive analysis that will appeal to anyone interested in understanding how the sport has become an integral part
of our national culture. It is an insightful read for sports fans as well as for sports historians. In addition, this book can be used as a textbook in sports
history or sociology of sports classes. It will entertain and inform those who treasure basketball and the role it plays in the American consciousness.
Make it part of your collection today!
  The Britannica Guide to Basketball Britannica Educational Publishing,2011-05-01 Despite its American origins, the fast-paced and often
acrobatic game of basketball commands the attention of audiences around the world. The sport�s seeming simplicity�put the ball in the basket�is
delightfully offset by the complexity of the athleticism and strategy required to be successful at the game. Recounting the evolution of basketball and
profiling greats from George Mikan to Larry Bird, Michael Jordan, and beyond, this gripping volume examines the story of a game that continues to
dazzle American and global audiences alike.
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  Basketball in the Pac-10 Conference Jeremy Harrow,2008-01-15 The Pac-10 basketball conference consists of UCLA, Washington State, Oregon,
USC, University of Arizona, Stanford, University of Washington, University of California, Oregon State, and Arizona State. It is a successful
conference and UCLA, with eleven national titles, holds the current record for most NCAA division-I championships. Basketball in the Pac-10
Conference is packed with a wealth of fascinating information and statistics about one of the nation�s most popular sports and most successful
college conferences, including conference history; teams and mascots; player and coach profiles; conference rivalries; and important game and
tournament highlights.
  Basketball's Most Wanted™ II David L. Hudson,2005-10-31 Basketball has so many great stories, so many interesting anecdotes-about college
and pro teams, players from all levels, announcers, and even owners-that one book just isn't enough to hold it all. That's why Potomac Books, Inc. is
introducing Basketball's Most Wanted™ II: The Top 10 Book of More Hotshot Hoopsters, Double Dribbles, and Roundball Oddities. With even more
fun tales and interesting facts from the world of hoops, there's something in here for all fans of basketball. Which NBA team attempted to draft a
player straight out of high school in 1969-a female player from the Iowa six-on-six league? What standard features in today's NBA were originally
introduced in the renegade American Basketball Association? Who are the best three-point shooters in both the pros and college? Which high school
team had an amazing four future NBA players on its roster? With which team did Wilt Chamberlain begin his professional career? (Hint: It wasn't an
NBA team.) You'll find the answers to all those questions and so much more in Basketball's Most Wantedª II, including the best and worst basketball
movies, the most shocking NCAA tournament upsets, top names from basketball's Asian invasion, and even guys who played one game-and only one
game-in the NBA. So join David L. Hudson, Jr. as he looks at the amazing and the amusing, the wacky and the wonderful, the best and worst of
everything basketball has to offer. It's a slam dunk!
  American Hoops Carson Cunningham,2009 Those who avidly followed the on-court acrobatics and off-court celebrity of the OC Dream
TeamOCO in Barcelona in 1992 would hardly recognize what passed as basketball fifty-six years earlier, when the United States first played the game
in the 1936 Olympics. In those early days of menOCOs Olympic basketball, many teams lacked basic skills, games were played in the pouring rain,
only seven players could suit up, and the rules allowed only two substitutions and no time-outs. How this slow, low-scoring sport became the
breakneck game that enraptures millions worldwide is the story of American Hoops.In this fascinating history of Olympic basketball on the world
stage and behind the scenes, Carson Cunningham presents a kaleidoscopic picture of the evolution into the twenty-first century of one of
AmericaOCOs most popular sports. From clashes between celebrated egos and thrilling action on the court to the intense rivalries of the Cold War
and technological advances in everything from television to sports equipment off the court, American Hoops follows the fortunes of Olympic
basketball, in the United States and internationally, as it developed and emerged as one of the most challenging and entertaining sports in the
world.Cunningham traces how the modifications made by the International Olympic Committee and the International Basketball Federation have
transformed the game of basketball over the years, from the Berlin to the Beijing Olympics. His book offers a remarkable view of the changing world
through the prism of Olympic sport.
  Legends of Syracuse Basketball Mike Waters,2004 A list of legends is significant not only for who makes the list, but who gets left off of it. If
there are no obvious omissions, then the list of candidates was probably less than legendary in the first place. Not so in the case of the Syracuse
University Orangemen. Calling roll on Syracuse's all-time basketball greats can take up the greater part of a day. The school produced its first All-
American, Lewis Castle, in 1912. Most recently, Carmelo Anthony, one of the best freshmen to ever play college basketball, led the 2003 Orangemen
to the school's first NCAA championship. In between there were legends such as the incomparable Dave Bing, Roosevelt Bouie, and Louis Orr, who
together formed the Louie and Bouie Show, along with names like Derrick Coleman, Sherman Douglas, Lawrence Moten, and John Wallace. Legends
of Syracuse Basketball features 24 players, one coach, and one special team. Within the book's pages are stories straight from the legends'
teammates, their coaches, and the legends themselves. Of the players mentioned, 17 played in the NBA. More telling of the greatness of the Syracuse
University basketball program is the fact that 10 Orangemen who played in the NBA did not make this list of legends. The same is true of record
holders, All-Americans, and more fan favorites than are possible to count.
  Martha's Vineyard Basketball Bijan C. Bayne,2015-03-19 Martha’s Vineyard Basketball: How a Resort League Defied Notions of Race and Class
follows the rich history of basketball on the Island and tells the stories of the players and coaches themselves.
  Outside the Limelight Kathy Orton,2009-09-11 The Ivy League is a place where basketball is neither a pastime nor a profession. Instead, it is a
true passion among players, coaches, and committed sports enthusiasts who share in its every success and setback. Outside the Limelight is the first
book to look inside Ivy League basketball and at the boundless enthusiasm that defines it. With painstaking reportage, Kathy Orton vividly captures
the internal fervor of the personalities who champion their gameùall the triumphs and disappointments of an Ivy hoop season. Scholarships for
student athletes? None, and this is the only Division I conference that does not offer them. The TV spotlight? It barely shines, despite the passion,
talent, and commitment of the players. Megadollar contracts from the NBA? Rarely does a player receive an offer. These age-old institutions are
better known for turning out presidents, not point guards, and CEOs and captains of industry, not centers on the court. Orton weaves together the
stories of coaches and players as they move from fall practice through an entire season and ahead to the NCAA tournament. From Harvard to Penn,
Princeton to Cornell and beyond, playersùperhaps more accustomed to pomp and circumstanceùface leaky gyms, endure long bus rides, rigorous
courseloads, and unbearable exam schedules. Why? Just to prove they can hang with the big boys despite juggling multiple non-athletic
responsibilities? Maybe. But more importantly, for the sincere love of the game. Outside the Limelight provides frontcourt vision for college
basketball fans everywhere to achieve an appreciation of this captivating conference and for diehard enthusiasts to gain greater insight into what
brings Ivy League basketball to center circle.
  Crazy Basketball Charley Rosen,2011-04-01 The basketball commentator, analyst, and author looks at the sport by sharing his journey from his
undergraduate days at Hunter College to the Continental Basketball Association to a desk at Fox Sports.
  Players and Pretenders ,2007-05-01 Players and Pretenders tells the story of the flip side of basketball?s ?March Madness,? where the game is
played by average players for love, not for money. At the end of the 1970s at Bard College, where there was no pretense of institutional support,
Charley Rosen gathered his hoops hopefuls and put together a basketball season whose impact reached far beyond the court. ø Writing with a
humorous touch, Rosen details the Running Red Devils? season, simultaneously examining the lives of those who made it so memorable and providing
a glimpse of how the team members existed off the courts as both players and pretenders. His book playfully depicts the 1979?80 basketball season
at Bard College and the ?sports for fun? side of the game.
  Wartime Basketball Douglas Andrew Stark,2016-05-01 Wartime Basketball tells the story of basketball's survival and development during
World War II and how those years profoundly affected the game's growth after the war. Prior to World War II, basketball--professional and collegiate-
-was largely a regional game, with different styles played throughout the country. Among its many impacts on home-front life, the war forced pro and
amateur leagues to contract and combine rosters to stay competitive. At the same time, the U.S. military created base teams made up of top players
who found themselves in uniform. The war created the opportunity for players from different parts of the country to play with and against each other.
As a result, a more consistent form of basketball began to take shape. The rising popularity of the professional game led to the formation of the World
Professional Basketball Tournament (WPBT) in 1939. The original March Madness, the WPBT was played in Chicago for ten years and allowed
professional, amateur, barnstorming, and independent teams to compete in a round-robin tournament. The WPBT included all-black and integrated
teams in the first instance where all-black teams could compete for a world series of basketball against white teams. Wartime Basketball describes
how the WPBT paved the way for the National Basketball League to integrate in December 1942, five years before Jackie Robinson broke the color
barrier in baseball. Weaving stories from the court into wartime and home-front culture like a finely threaded bounce pass, Wartime Basketball sheds
light on important developments in the sport's history that have been largely overlooked.
  I Remember Jim Valvano Mike Towle,2001 College basketball and its annual March Madness extravaganza have emerged over the last three
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decades as one of the most popular sporting phenomena in America. Perhaps no one personifies the excitement of this tournament better than Jim
Valvano, whose heavily underdog North Carolina State Wolfpack achieved the pinnacle of success in college basketball in 1983 with an unlikely run
through the NCAA Tournament, culminating in an incredible one-point victory over Houston's heavily favored Phi Slamma Jamma squad in the
championship game. While that Cinderella story was Valvano's only national championship, he quickly came to symbolize the exuberance and
excellence of the exciting world of college basketball. Valvano transcended his sport, touching millions as he emerged as one of the most charismatic
and, ultimately, courageous figures in American life who touched millions. Diagnosed with bone cancer, he joined ESPN to comment on college
basketball games. Later he received the Arthur Ashe Award for Courage at ESPN's first ESPY Awards, where he announced that he was starting the
V Foundation for Cancer Research. Shortly after receiving the award, he died at the age of forty-seven. In I Remember Jim Valvano, he is
remembered by former players, fellow coaches, a variety of other basketball experts, close associates, and many others as one of college basketball's
great movers and shakers, a man with a heart as big as his popularity. Valvano's life is the classic story of courage and determination as borne out in
his memorable line: Don't give up. Don't ever give up.
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